**Oghab company's mission statement**

Oghab holding company is consisted of 5 companies which will be mentioned later on. After expanding its activities, Oghab production company decided to support some institutions to add some qualities to society alongside with improving the company's status in its profession.

The responsibility of holding staff is to lead all the institutions in a synergic way and perform a supporting role for small businesses. These institutions are as follows:

1. Oghab production company (producer of sesame-based products)
2. Oghab distribution company (Distributor of food and hygiene products)
3. Daneh Gostar Khuzestan company (Producer of sesame oil)
4. Oghab laboratory (Provider of professional food industry laboratory services)
5. Ghadir-e-Khom charity clinic (Provider of limited medical services)

Oghab holding company is providing services in finance, human resources, system, strategy, quality and design.

In finance field our responsibility is to evaluate all the developmental projects of subordinate companies, supervise the financial and managerial data of great companies and set the relationship between the holding and governmental partners.

In human resources field our responsibility is to codify and implement the human resource standards in all of the aspects of subordinate companies.

In system and strategy field our responsibility is to develop mission statement, objectives and constitutions for all the institutions, supervise the information, system and strategies of great institutions and providing management system and strategies for small companies.

In design and quality field our responsibility is comprehensive monitoring of quality and design of products and development of production companies and laboratories and also to facilitate the collaboration and the supervision of the relationship between distribution and clinic companies.

We believe that Oghab holding company with all its exiguity, needs to have a systematic and strategic approach in order handle its internal affairs, collect and codify needed information and finally makes the decision-making process easier.

We consider every single member of these 5 institutions one of the members of Oghab holding and do our best to enhance their level of knowledge and well-being.